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Text generation
● Non-linguistic input (logical forms, database entries, etc.) or text ⇒ Text

○ Text to text: translation, summarization
○ Structure to text: caption, question answering
○ Image to text: caption
○ A vector z to text: unconstrained generation



Why study generative models?

● Realistic generation tasks
● Semi-supervised learning
● Science

“What I cannot create, 
I do not understand.”

—Richard Feynman

[Vinyals, Le, 2015]

Blog [Karpathy+ 2016]
NIPS [Goodfellow 2016]



Plan
● Unconditional image/text generation models

○ Seq2Seq
○ Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE)
○ Generative Adversarial Net (GAN)

● Improved text generation models
○ Conditioned generation
○ Reinforcement Learning



Impressive 
results for image

Figure 2: Images that combine the content 
of a photograph with the style of several 
well-known artworks. 

The images were created by finding an 
image that simultaneously matches the 
content representation of the photograph 
and the style representation of the 
artwork (see Methods).

[Gatys, Ecker, Bethge, 2015]



Impressive results for image
● Sampled from Deep Convolutional (DC) GAN

[Radford+ 2016]



Immediately criticised when applied to text
● "I have a lot of respect for language. Deep-learning people seem not to"

● "They include such impressive natural language sentences as:"

○ * what everything they take everything away from 

○ * how is the antoher headache

○ * will you have two moment ? 

○ * This is undergoing operation a year .

● "These are not even grammatical!"

● The DNN bubble consists of models, which show
great promises but not yet practical at this point

Blog [Goldberg 2017]

[Rajeswar+ 2017]



statistician's view  v.s.  linguist's view

Everything can be mapped to a unit 
Gaussian ball (given the power of DNNs)

Z

The world has real structures, which need 
to be represented by real structures

Seq2Seq [Sutskever, Vinyals, Le 2014]
VAE [Kingma & Welling 2014]

GAN [Goodfellow+ 2014]
ACL [Goldberg 2015]

ACL [Mooney 2015]

furious



Reinforcement Learning

[Goodfellow 2016]Deep



Three approaches to generative models
● Autoregression (e.g., LM), VAE, GAN

[Hochreiter & Schmidhuber 1997][Graves 2013][Sutskever, Vinyals, Le 2014][Cho+ 2014]
[Kingma, Welling 2014]

[Goodfellow+ 2014]

Blog [Karpathy+ 2016]

Autoregressive models (e.g. LM)
[Hochreiter & Schmidhuber 1997]
Graves [1308.0850]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1308.0850


Sequence to Sequence Models
● Separate a sequence model in to encoder and decoder
● Improves a phrase-based SMT system by re-ranking top candidates
● Cannot perform well by itself due to the information bottleneck

Encoder DecoderBottleneck

[Sutskever, Vinyals, Le 2014]



[Bahdandau, Cho 
& Bengio 2015]

[Cho 2017]



[Bahdandau, Cho 
& Bengio 2015]

[Cho 2017]

1. Don't generate from the ball of Z

2. Generate from a sequence of 
source token ids, which encodes 
the semantics of the target 
sentence



Variational Auto Encoder
● How can we perform efficient inference and learning 

in directed probabilistic models, in the presence of 
continuous latent variables with intractable posterior 
distributions, and large datasets?

○ R1: can train with standard stochastic gradient methods
○ R2: can inference efficiently with a lower bound estimator

● Compared to EM?

[Kingma & Welling 2014]



VAE = EM ?
● VAE

● EM
○ Variational methods approximate the probability P by adding extra parameters Q

○ lEM(x) is an lower bound of l(x), and the gap is a KL divergence. 

[Kingma & Welling 2014]

= lVAE( ,q) l( )=



VAE = EM

● VAE

● EM

[Kingma & Welling 2014]

= lVAE( ,q) l( )=

--

P(x|z, )
P(z)



VAE with text
● Modeling P(x|z) -- without the conditioning inputs c 

[Bowman+ 2016]



VAE with text
● (Again) Fundamentally limited to generate all sentences from a ball in Rn

● Implementation
○ Need to add a KL term to prevent q(z|x) from overfitting
○ Need more tricks to prevent the KL term from collapsing 

■ or else it falls back to a language model p(x|z)

[Bowman+ 2016]



Convolutional VAE with text
● Adding conv layers 

reduces the KLD 
collapsing problem

● Also trains/runs faster

[Semeniuta+ 2016]



Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN)

● Alternate between optimizing two models:

[Goodfellow+ 2014]

 “the biggest breakthrough in Machine 
Learning in the last 1-2 decades.” 

-- Yann Lecun



GAN Intuition
● the green distribution starting out random and then the training process 

iteratively changing the parameters θ to stretch and squeeze it to better 
match the blue distribution.

[Goodfellow+ 2014]



GAN loss function
● The minimax game

● Is equivalent to minimizing JSD, if D is optimized more frequently than G

[Goodfellow+ 2014]

TODO(nlao): relations to VCD



JSD vs KLD
● Let's consider their behavior given an under capacity unimodal Gaussian model

● KLD makes sure that all the modes in data are covered
● JSD drops modes in data to avoid the penalty from covering "no data land"

[1]  L. Theis, A van den Oord, M. Bethge. A note on the evaluation of generative models. ICLR 2016.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.01844


(Naive) GAN on text
● To backprop through the 

discrete outputs simply 
forces the discriminator to 
operate on continuous 
valued output distributions

[Rajeswar+ 2017]



(Naive) GAN on text
[Rajeswar+ 2017]



(Naive) GAN on text
[Rajeswar+ 2017]



Plan
● Unconditional image/text generation models

○ Seq2Seq
○ Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE)
○ Generative Adversarial Net (GAN)

● Improved text generation models
○ Conditioned generation
○ Reinforcement Learning



LSTM & Lapata's scream
[Lapata ACL 2017]

● LSTM has been applied to all kinds of NLP tasks, and has greatly 
simplified system designs



An LSTM is not enough
● To generate diverse and human-like sequences while respecting the 

conditional attributes
○ Benefit from unsupervised training

■ e.g., LM, AE, GAN

○ Respect additional conditioning inputs
■ Context which contain the semantics of the output (e.g., image or other structure)
■ e.g., writing style, sentiment, questions in an answer summarization task, etc.

○ Task-specific loss function
■ e.g., beyond MLE training (Reinforcement Learning)
■ e.g., evaluation beyond N-Grams



Conditional VAE for style
● additional attributes c (such as 

tense, sentiment, style, etc.) 
can be injected into decoder

● VAE is extended with GAN that 
predict c to ensure that the 
generator respects them

[Hu+ 2017]



Conditional VAE for style
[Hu+ 2017]



The problems with MLE
● "(MLE) objective. Despite its success, this oversimplified 

training objective leads to problems: responses are dull, 
generic (Sordoni et al. , 2015 ; Serban et al. , 2016a ; Li et 
al. , 2016a), repetitive, and short-sighted (Li et al. , 2016d)"

● Exposure bias
○ Model is not exposed to its own errors during training

● Loss mismatch
○ Log-likelihood of gold sequences vs the task specific eval metric

[Jiwei Li+ 2017]



Conditional VAE for diversity
● Task -- Switchboard (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997)

○ two-sided telephone conversations with manually transcribed speech and alignment

● Problem
○ Generic 'safe' response

[Zhao+ 2017]



Conditional VAE for diversity
[Zhao+ 2017]

● Improve diversity by sampling z
○ Optionally add linguistic features y 

(e.g.  dialog acts) to further 
constrain the style



Exposure bias
● The model is exposed only to the ground truth but not its own 

predictions during MLE training
● Not an issue for reinforcement learning (RL), since the training 

sequences are generated by the model itself

[Ranzato+ 2016]
[Lamb+ 2016]



Professor forcing
● Adversarial learning to make RNN 

hidden states indistinguishable 
during training and inference

● No improvement for
○ word-level LM

○ speech synthesis of short sequences 

● Main disadvantages
○ overhead of training the discriminator

[Lamb+ 2016]



 The RL landscape 
● Policy gradient methods

○ Simple, flexible
● Bootstrapping methods

○ Data efficient

TRPO PPO

● Trust region
○ Stable training

● Experience replay
○ Data efficient
○ Stable training

Book [Sutton & Barto 1998]
NIPS [Abbeel & Schulman 2016]



Policy Gradient (REINFORCE)
● MLE optimizes log likelihood of approximate gold programs

● RL optimizes the expected reward under a stochastic policy P

● The gradient is almost the same as that for MLE except for a weight P(R-B)

● The baseline does not change the solution but improves convergences, e.g.,

[Williams 1992]



Policy Gradient for text generation
● Other (naive) approaches to deal with exposure bias

○ DAD: at each step randomly pick from the ground truth data or the model prediction
○ E2E: at time step t + 1 we propagate as input the top k words predicted at the previous 

time step instead of the ground truth word

[Ranzato+ 2016]

(MLE) (REINFORCE)



Challenges of applying RL
● Large search space (sparse rewards)

○ ==> Supervised pretraining (MLE)
○ ==> Systematic exploration

● Credit assignment (delayed reward)
○ ==> bootstrapping (E.g., train a value function to estimate the future reward)
○ ==> rollout n-steps

● Train speed (cold start)
○ ==> experience replay

● Train stability (multi-epoch optimization)
○ ==> trust region approaches (e.g., PPO)
○ ==> experience replay

Book [Sutton & Barto 1998]
NIPS [Abbeel & Schulman 2016]



MLE training favors generic 'safe' responses
[Vinyals+ 2015]

[Dai+ 2017]

● Natural responses 
often contain low 
frequency words

● meanwhile, P(x) only 
decreases with longer x

○ E.g. NMT uses a 
coverage penalty to 
reduce this problem

● N-gram based metrics 
(e.g. BLEU) favors MLE 
results



Conditional GAN for natural responses
● Train a discriminator, 

○ which provides scores that correlate much 
better with the human judgement than any of 
the automatic metrics

● Generation is conditioned on the image I
○ Z only controls the diversity (not semantics) of 

the generation

● Apply policy gradient to (correctly) pass the 
discriminator's reward to the generator
○ avoids the exposure biases of MLE training

● Apply Monte Carlo rollout to estimate the 
future reward of an action

○ improves sample efficiency
○ avoids vanishing gradients

[Dai+ 2017]
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Conditional GAN for natural responses
● More details appears in the GAN samples

[Dai+ 2017]



Language, Translation & Control

1) Natural languages are programming languages 
to control human behavior

2) For machines and human to understand each 
other, they just need translation models 
trained with control theory

ACL [Liang+ 2017]



LeCun’s Cake
● RL is needed to optimize 

the right objective
○ we don't really care 

about likelihoods

● Supervised learning is 
good for pretraining

○ to avoid the cold 
start problem in RL

○ to deal with large 
search spaces

● Training should be mostly 
unsupervized for good 
representation learning

○ to fill the huge 
capacities of DNNs

NIPS [LeCun 2016]



Thanks



VAE = EM + H(Q)

● VAE

● EM

[Kingma & Welling 2014]

= lVAE( ,q) l( )=

--

P(x|z, ) - H(Q) P(z)



ConvNets & Paragios' Depression
● "Well, I am not that old, but I have been involved with computer vision for almost two decades 

now." ... "There were always trends and dominant topics in the field" 

● "this is far from being the case anymore." ... "one can question what is the 'added' scientific value."

● "there are three deep learning stages: denial, doubt, and acceptance/adoption! I guess I navigate 
on the ocean between the last two stages without a compass."

[Paragios 2016]



Conditional VAE for diversity
[Zhao+ 2017]

● Improved quality v.s. LSTM baseline
● improve KL by predicting input BOW



Adversarial Autoencoders
● Matching the aggregated posterior to the prior ensures that generating 

from any part of prior space results in meaningful samples

[Makhzani+ 2015]



one morning, 
as a parsing researcher woke 

from an uneasy dream, 
he realized that 

he somehow became an expert 
in distributional lexical semantics. 

[Goldberg 2015]



to summarize
● Magic is bad. Understanding is good. 

Once you Understand you can control and improve. 

● Word embeddings are just distributional semantics in disguise.

● Need to think of what you actually want to solve. 
--> focus on a specific task! 

● Inputs >> fancy math. 

● Look beyond just words. • Look beyond just English.

[Goldberg 2015]


